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Abstract
This paper is focused on the sampling process for path planners based on probabilistic roadmaps. The paper
first analyzes three sampling sources: the random sequence and two deterministic sequences, Halton and sd(k),
and compares them in terms of dispersion, computational efficiency (including the finding of nearest neighbors),
and sampling probabilities. Then, based on this analysis and on the recognized success of the Gaussian sampling
strategy, the paper proposes a new efficient sampling strategy based on deterministic sampling that also samples
more densely near the C-obstacles. The proposal is evaluated and compared with the original Gaussian strategy
in both 2D and 3D configuration spaces, giving promising results.
I. INTRODUCTION
The sampling-based approach to path planning consists in the generation of collision-free samples
of configuration space (C-space) and in their interconnection with free paths, forming either roadmaps
(PRM [1]) or trees (RRT [2]). PRM planners are conceived as multi-query planners, while RRT planners
are developed to rapidly solve a single-query problem. These methods are giving very good results, being
its success mainly due to its sampling-based nature, i.e. they do not require the explicit characterization
of the obstacles of C-space and its efficiency relies on the sample set. Therefore, the generation of
samples is one of the crucial factors in the performance of sampling-based planers.
Sampling-based methods based on probabilistic sampling are demonstrated to be probabilistic com-
plete, e.g. for the basic PRM method the number of samples necessary to achieve a probability of
failure below a given threshold has been determined [3]. For difficult path-planning problems, however,
like those involving narrow passages, this number might be quite large and, therefore, importance
sampling methods have been introduced. Those strategies increase the density of sampling in some
areas of C-space, thus facilitating the finding of a solution using a reasonable amount of samples. A
good classification of importance sampling methods can be found in [4], that divide them by the type
of strategy followed: those that bias samples using workspace information (e.g. [5], [6]); those that
over-sample the C-space but quickly filter any not-promising configuration (e.g. [7], [8]); those that bias
the sampling using the information gathered during the construction of the roadmap or tree (e.g. [9],
[10]); and those that deform (dilate) the free C-space to make it more expansive to easily capture its
connectivity (e.g. [11], [12]).
Sampling-based methods usually rely on the use of a random number generation source, although
the use of deterministic sampling sequences has also been proposed [13]. Deterministic sampling has
proven slightly better results than random sampling in roadmap planners for few degrees of freedom
tasks [4], [14]. For motion planing purposes, the desired feature of deterministic sampling sequences is
to provide a good incremental and uniform coverage of C-space. The Halton sequence [15] is a low-
discrepancy sequence that satisfies this requirement. Nevertheless, another useful property is to have a
lattice structure to easily allow the determination the neighborhood relations. This can be fulfilled by
methods based on multisresolution grids [16], [17]. When this lattice structure is not provided, efficient
nearest neighbor searching must be adopted to decrease the computational cost of this much required
operation [18].
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Fig. 1. 100 samples generated using random (left), Halton (middle) and sd(k) (right) sequences.
II. MOTIVATION, OBJECTIVES AND OVERVIEW
Deterministic sampling has given relative good results in comparison with random sampling when
basic sampling-based planners are used (i.e. using uniform distributions), but this advantage diminishes
when non-uniform sampling is considered, like the Gaussian sampling strategy, being the selection of
a non-uniform sampling the relevant issue rather than the sampling source [4]. However, no sampling
strategy has yet taken full profit of the use of a deterministic sampling source. Therefore, the aim of
this paper is the proposal of an efficient non-uniform sampling strategy based on deterministic sampling
that, like the Gaussian sampling strategy, sample more densely near the C-obstacles.
The paper is structured as follows. Section III makes a comparative study of sampling sources
based on dispersion, computational efficiency (including the finding of nearest neighbors), and sampling
probabilities. Section IV then proposes the new sampling strategy inspired by the Gaussian sampling
strategy and based on the previous study, that is evaluated in Section V. Finally Section VI discusses
the results and the contributions of the paper.
III. ANALYSIS OF SAMPLING SOURCES
A. The sampling sources under study
The following three sampling sources are considered to sample a d-dimensional unitary hypercube
representing the C-space: the random sequence and the deterministic sequences of Halton [15] and
sd(k) [17].
The random sequence: This sequence is usually obtained using a pseudo-random number generator
with long period and good statistical acceptance; for the present study the one provided by [19] is used.
A sample of the random sequence is:
(x1, x2, . . . , xd) with xj = rand{[0, 1)} and j = 1..d (1)
The Halton sequence: This deterministic sequence is a d-dimensional generalization of the van der
Corput sequence. It is constructed as follows. Let p1, p2, . . . , pd be d distinct primes, k be the index
of the sequence and a0 + pa1 + p
2a2 + . . . with aj ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p} be the base p representation of k.
Then, the kth sample of the Halton sequence is1:
(rp1 , rp2 , . . . , rpd) with rpi(k) =
a0
pi
+
a1
p2i
+
a2
p3i
+ . . . (2)
The sd(k) sequence: This sequence introduced in [17] is a deterministic sampling sequence based on
a multi-grid cell decomposition with an efficient cell coding and on the use of the digital construction
method, first proposed in [16].
1Implementation available from http://people.scs.fsu.edu/∼ burkardt.
Let M be the maximum partition level (i.e. M -cells have sides of size 2−M ). The sd(k) sequence is
a sequence of M -cells; the samples are random configurations within those M -cells. Then, the code of
the kth sample is obtained as follows2:
sd(k) = (TdV
M
k ) ·W ′M (3)
where Td is a d × d binary matrix, e.g. T2 =
(
1 0
1 1
)
, V Mk is the binary d × M index matrix
corresponding to an M -cell with code k, e.g. V 36 =
(
0 1 0
0 0 1
)
- see Fig.4 (left)-, and W ′M is a d×M
matrix of weights, with w′ij = 2
(j−1)d+i−1 for i ∈ 1 . . . d and j ∈ 1 . . .M , e.g. W ′3 =
(
1 4 16
2 8 32
)
.
Let (wM1 , . . . , w
M
d ) be the indices of the cell with code sd(k). Then the coordinates of the kth sample
are randomly chosen within the cell:
xj = rand{[wMj 2−M , (wMj + 1)2−M)} ∀j ∈ 1 . . . d (4)
When k is greater than 2dM the sequence repeats the cell codes generated, but the samples are different
since the configuration coordinates are randomly chosen.
In the implementation done for the present study, a random initial value has been introduced:
s′d(k) = sd((k + r)%2
dM) with r = rand{[0, 2−dM − 1)} (5)
% being the modulo operator.
To illustrate the three sequences considered, Fig. 1 shows the first 100 samples obtained for each of
them.
B. Study of dispersion
This section compares the uniformity obtained by the different sampling sources under study. Dis-
persion is the uniformity measure that best suits path planning purposes since it is a metrics-based
criterion that measures the radius of the largest empty hypersphere that can be inscribed in the space
being sampled [14]. Let X = [0, 1]d ⊂ Rd be such space and P be the set of samples taken from X .
Then, dispersion for P is defined as:
δ(P, ρ) = sup
q∈X
min
p∈P
ρ(q, p) (6)
being ρ any metrics on X .
An analytical expression of the dispersion can be obtained as the function that best fits the normalized
and approximate values of dispersion. It is done as follows. First, an approximate value of dispersion
is computed (after the generation of each sample in the sequence) by considering a set Q of control
points of a fine regular grid:
δ(P, ρ) = sup
q∈Q
min
p∈P
ρ(q, p) (7)
ρ being the Euclidean distance.
Then, in order to make equivalent the values of dispersion for different dimensional spaces, the
obtained dispersion is normalized by a factor
√
d. Also, in order to take into account that the higher d
the more samples are needed to obtain the same dispersion, a fixed set of N normalized samples are
considered, i.e. those with index: (int)(i(d/2)), i = 1..N , (e.g. the 4th normalized sample corresponds
to the 4th and to the 8th samples of the sequences s2(k) and s3(k), respectively).
2The operation A ·B represents the scalar product of matrices A and B, and AB is the standard binary matrix multiplication between
matrices A and B.
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Fig. 2. Analytical curves that fit the dispersion approximated by Eq. (7): sd(k) (left), Halton (middle) and random (right).
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Fig. 3. Dispersion for the random (blue), Halton (green) and sd(k) (red) sequences for d = 2 (left), d = 3 (middle-left), d = 6
(middle-right). Right: Normalized dispersion ratios.
Results of the computed normalized dispersion for d = 2 and d = 3 are simultaneously shown in
Fig. 2 for the sd(k), Halton and random sequences. Setting N = 100, the number of samples required
are 100 and 1000 for d = 2 and d = 3, respectively. These values are used to fit the following functions
(shown in blue in the figures):
fsdk(t) =
1
t0.4400
(0.6036− 0.4052e(−0.7862t)) (8)
fran(t) =
1
t0.2644
(0.4582− 0.3210e(−11.0076t)) (9)
fhal(t) =
1
t0.4095
(0.5762− 0.3474e(−1.3474t)) (10)
For its uses in a given d-dimensional space, these expressions are denormalized, f ′type =
√
d ftype(t
2/d)
with type = {sdk, ran, hal}. As an example, Fig. 3 shows, for different dimensional C-spaces, the
dispersion measured and the denormalized analytical approximations of the three sequences.
The ratios fsdk/fran and fhal/fran show that both Halton and sd(k) are better than the random
sequence, being the sd(k) the best one, obtaining a reduction of up to 40% with respect to the random
sequence (Fig. 3b).
C. Computational efficiency
This section compares the computational efficiency of the random and the sd(k) sequences when
generating a set of samples and connecting each of them with its K nearest neighbors. The Halton
sequence is omitted since the cost of generating samples is higher than in the random case and the
same nearest neighbor computation procedure would be used.
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Fig. 4. Cell coding (left); Neighbor box (right).
For the random sequence, the procedure used to find the nearest neighbors is the one available
from [18], which is an extension of the algorithm ANN, that is based on an efficient classification of
samples within a kd-tree. TheK-neighbors can be searched within a maximum user-specified distanceD.
For the sd(k) sequence, on the other hand, a method is implemented that gives the K neighbors within
a given hyperbox, of side sbox. Then, for comparison purposes, the distance D has been set to the value
of the radius r that makes the volume of the hypershere equal to the hyperbox volume (V = 2r
dpi(1/2d)
dΓ(1/2d)
=
sdbox):
D = r =
sbox√
pi
d
√
d
2
Γ(d/2) (11)
The computation of neighbors for the sd(k) sequence is done as follows. Consider the finding, for a
sample contained in an M -cell, of all the neighbors within a hyperbox of side sbox = L 2
−M , like
cell 37 in Fig. 4 (right) with L = 5. Let TR and BL be, respectively, the codes of the top-right and
bottom-left corners of the hyperbox (cells 57 and 9 in Fig. 4). Then, the procedure is performed from
the list of cell codes in two steps:
1) Prune all those samples that lies within cells with codes greater than TR or lower than BL (gray
areas in Fig. 4). Depending on the position of the cell, this step makes a more or less efficient
pruning (Fig. 5).
2) For the non-pruned cells in the list determine if they lie within the hyperbox by verifying its
indices (x-index between 1 and 5 and y-index between 2 and 6 in the example of Fig. 4)
Tables I and II show the execution times required for the generation of 10,000 samples and the
neighbor query for 1,000 of them (using K = 50) for C-spaces of 2, 3 and 6 dimensions, run on
a computer with Intel Core 2 Duo processor at 1.8Hz. For the random sequence, the whole set of
samples is first generated for each experiment and then neighbor queries are answered. Therefore, the
construction of the kd-tree required by the ANN-based method is only done once and the construction
time is not reported. The neighbor computation for the sd(k) sequence is, on the other hand, computed
incrementally, i.e. after the generation of each sample. It can be seen that total time is better for the
random sequence (although the difference decreases with dimension), being, on the other hand, the
incremental construction a merit of sd(k).
D. Probabilities
When considering deterministic sequences, like sd(k), one may think that the probability of sampling
a configuration of a given region in n trials can be, for some regions and some value of n, zero. This
is in fact not true if the initial sample of the sequence is selected randomly.
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Fig. 5. Pruning in neighbor searching.
TABLE I
COMPUTATION TIMES FOR RANDOM+ANN (ms).
d 2 3 6
Generation 0.7 1.0 1.8
Neigh. search 77.6 115.9 346.0
Total 78.3 116.9 347.8
In order to ease the computation of sampling probabilities, let consider the samples as cells of a very
fine regular grid. Let these cells be of side 2−S . Then, for the random sequence, the probability to select
a cell in a single throw is:
Pran1 =
1
2dS
(12)
and the probability to select a cell in the ith throw is:
Prani = (1− Pran1)(i−1)Pran1 (13)
TABLE II
COMPUTATION TIMES FOR sd(k) (ms).
d 2 2 2 3 3 6 6
M 5 6 7 6 7 4 5
Generation 15 15 15 31 31 31 31
Neigh. search 125 125 141 187 188 359 359
Total 140 140 156 218 219 390 390
Finally, the probability to select an S-cell in n throws or less is:
Pran1...n =
n∑
i=1
Prani = 1− (1− 2(−dS))n (14)
Consider now the sd(k) sequence, with M < S. When an M -cell is selected by the sequence, then
an S-cell within the M -cell is randomly chosen. First, the probability of selecting an M -cell in a single
throw (i.e. the probability that the cell be the first in the sequence) is:
PM =
1
2dM
(15)
This is also the probability that the M -cell be the jth cell in the sequence (i.e. the cell located jth
positions before in the sequence was the one selected as the first in the sequence, with probability PM ).
Second, the probability to select a given S-cell within the M -cell given by the sequence is:
PS =
1
2d(S−M)
(16)
If an S-cell is not selected, then it has to wait until the deterministic sequence covers the whole set
of M -cells to have a second chance. Therefore, the probability that an S-cell be chosen in the ith throw
is:
Psdki = PM(1− PS)iquo(i,2
dM ) PS (17)
where the function iquo(a, b) returns the integer part of the quocient between a and b. Finally, the
probability to select a cell in n throws or less is:
Psdk1...n =
n∑
i=1
Psdki (18)
Fig. 6 shows the curves of Pran1...n and Psdk1...n obtained with Maple considering d = 2, M = 4 and
S = 5. When M is decreased, the probabilities tend to coincide.
IV. THE SDK SAMPLING STRATEGY
As stated in Section II, the aim of this paper is to propose an efficient non-uniform sampling strategy
that, like the Gaussian sampling strategy, samples more densely near the C-obstacles. The proposal is
called SDK and is based on the deterministic sampling sequence sd(k). The following three subsections
present, respectively, some facts that have guided the proposal, its basic points and the procedure.
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Fig. 6. Sampling probabilities Pran1...n (red) and Psdk1...n (green).
A. Guides
The non-uniform sampling provided by the Gaussian strategy is very useful since configurations
with poor visibility often lie close to the boundary of the C-obstacles. The Gaussian sampling strategy
randomly selects a configuration q and then, within a neighborhood of q determined by a Gaussian
measure, randomly selects another configuration q′. If these configurations are both free or both obstacle
then they are discarded. Otherwise, the free one is added to the roadmap. In this approach, all sampled
configurations are collision-checked, and no information is kept when samples are discarded. Also, the
standard deviation σ used is constant and usually determined experimentally with few initial samples. It
would be desirable to obtain the same sampling bias with less calls to the collision-detection algorithm.
Model-based approaches, like those based on locally weighted regression methods [20] or on prob-
abilistic cell decompositions [21], [22], use the information of the model to decide weather a sampled
configuration needs to be collision-checked or not, i.e. as a lazy evaluation test. This allows to reduce
the calls to the collision-detection algorithm, but requires the maintenance of a model of the whole
C-space, which can be computationally costly or not possible for many degrees of freedom. It would be
desirable to have a similar lazy evaluation method but without the need to maintain the C-space model.
The previous section has demonstrated that the deterministic sequence sd(k) provides samples with
the best dispersion, which is an interesting feature for the exploration of C-space. The computational
efficiency has shown not favorable, but the difference is affordable if, as expected, reduction of com-
putational time is obtained by the proper exploitation of the incremental construction of neighbors.
B. Proposal
The non-uniform sampling strategy proposed is based on the following points:
• The sd(k) deterministic sequence is used to provide samples over the C-space.
• K neighbors of each generated sample are computed within the minimum hyperbox (centered at
the M -cell containing the sample) such that it guarantees the finding of neighbors. This hyperbox,
called neighbor box Bi, is of side sbox = L 2
−M with:
L = 2M−(int)(
1
d
log2(k))+1 (19)
The decrease of the size of the neighbor box is like that of the dispersion (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 7. Neighbor box diagonal (in red) vs. dispersion (denormalized fsdk(t) for d = 2 in blue).
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Fig. 8. A 2D C-space sampling using 2,000 generated samples, 617 collision-checks, 376 of them resulting in free configurations (black
dots).
• A collision detection algorithm determines weather a configuration is free or not. A parameter,
called color Ci, is associated to each sample si storing the information related to its free or
obstacle nature:
Ci =


+1 if si is a free configuration
0 if si is not collision-checked
−1 if si is an obstacle configuration
(20)
• The call to the collision detection algorithm depends on the color of the neighbor samples. A
parameter, called transparency Ti, is defined as the mean value of the color of the neighbors:
Ti =
∑j=K
j=1 Cj
K
(21)
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Fig. 9. Two views of a 3D example.
The transparency satisfies −1 ≤ Tj ≤ 1. It is close to zero if there are roughly the same number
of free and obstacle samples, and close to one of the extremes if they are mainly either free or
obstacle samples. The collision-check will be performed if the transparency lies within an interval,
called uncertainty interval U , around zero. The size of this interval will be set at two different
values depending on weather there are collision-checked neighbor samples with different color or
not (U [1] and U [0], respectively). Setting U [1] with a greater size makes greater the chance to
collision-check the sample.
C. Procedure
With the basis set on the previous subsection, the procedure of the proposed sampling strategy is as
follows:
1) Generate some initial samples until the dispersion is below a given threshold.
2) Loop until a total given number of samples is reached:
a) Generate a sample si
b) Compute the neighbor box Bi
c) Find within Bi a maximum number of K evaluated samples and store them as neighbor on
a set Ni
d) Add si to the neighbor lists of the samples in Ni, i.e. ∀sj ∈ Ni, Nj = Nj ∪ si
e) Compute the transparency Ti
f) If there are evaluated samples in Ni with different color, then set f = 1, otherwise set f = 0
g) If Ti ∈ U [f ] then Ci = collisioncheck(si)
h) Otherwise Ci = 0
i) If Ci 6= 0 update the transparency of the samples in Ni and collision-check them if necessary
D. Results
As an example, Fig. 8 shows a 2D C-space generated using K = 4, U [0] = [−0.1, 0.1], U [1] = [−1, 1]
and S = 2000, being 617 of those samples collision-checked (with 376 found free). It can be seen how
the proposed method samples more densely near the C-obstacles. Similarly, Fig. 9 shows the sampling
of a 3D C-space.
V. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
This section compares the proposed strategy with respect to the original Gaussian sampling strategy.
For the comparison, the Gaussian method has also been applied to the 2D example, generating as many
samples as required until a similar set of free samples is obtained (since the Gaussian strategy does not
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Fig. 10. (Left) The 2D example of Fig. 8. (Right) The 2D example using the Gaussian sampling strategy, using 11,000 samples (generated
and collision-checked). The number of output free samples is 362.
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Fig. 11. Histograms of the distances to C-obstacles for the proposed strategy (left) and for the Gaussian one (right).
place samples far away from obstacles, few samples - 1.4% - have been added with uniform sampling
in order to also have some configurations on free-space regions). Fig. 10 shows the proposed method on
the left and the Gaussian on the right. Similarity of the sampling obtained is verified by the histograms
of the distances from the samples to the C-obstacles, as shown in Fig. 11.
By comparing figures 8 and 10 it can be see that the proposed method distributes samples near the
C-obstacles more evenly than the Gaussian; the same occurs far from the obstacles where samples are
also more evenly distributed than those generated from the uniform sampling.
No collision detection algorithm has been used, but a discretized C-space has been precomputed,
giving a negligible computational cost for the collision-check queries. The following table summarizes
the results of the comparison, showing for each strategy the number of samples generated, the number
of free samples returned, the number of collision-checks performed, and the total time required.
It can be seen that, with negligible collision-check times, the proposed method is slower. Nevertheless,
compared to the Gaussian strategy, it only requires a 6% of the calls to the collision-checker. Then,
if collisions are to be computed on the workspace using a collision detection algorithm, the proposed
method outperforms the Gaussian, as shown in Fig. 12 for collision-check times of up to 1ms and the
collision-check requirements of Table III.
TABLE III
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS.
# generated # free # collision Time
samples samples checks (ms)
SDK 2,000 376 617 46
Gaussian 10,140 370 10,140 16
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Fig. 12. Total sampling times (in seconds) for the sampling of the 2D example represented with respect to the time to perform a collision
check (in milliseconds): the Gaussian sampling strategy in blue, the SDK sampling strategy in red.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Deterministic sequences have previously been used mainly with uniform sampling, giving just slightly
better results than random sampling in PRM path planners. Its use with non-uniform sampling has given
no significative improvements. No sampling strategy has yet, however, been designed to take full profit of
deterministic sequences. This paper was focused in this direction: it has presented a new and efficient
non-uniform sampling strategy, SDK, based on the deterministic sequence sd(k). Like the Gaussian
sampling strategy, this new proposal samples more densely near the C-obstacles, but using much less
calls to the collision detection algorithms, resulting in less computational time. Also, samples near the
C-obstacles are more evenly distributed and no extra uniform sampling is required since the proposed
strategy also puts (few) samples over open-free regions.
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Chapter 1
SDK: Deterministi Sequene
This is a brief explanation about the S.D.K. deterministi sequene. The S.D.K. is used as a
sampler inside a partiular Spae in the Kautham Planner. This planner was developed in the
Institute of Industrial and Control Engineering (IOC, aronym in spanish, www.io.up.edu) from
Tehnial University of Catalonia in Barelona, Spain (www.up.edu) in the PhD Programme in
Automati Control, Robotis and Computer Vision.
This sample ode is provided "as is". This piee of ode is used to show the failities and potentials
of this S.D.K. over other sampling strategies like random or halton sequenes.
More information about it, an be found in:
Jan Rosell, Maximo Roa, Alexander Perez, and Fernando Garia. A general deterministi sequene
for sampling d-dimensional onguration spaes. Journal of Intelligent and Roboti Systems,
50(4):361 - 373, Deember 2007. (omitted aents)
2 SDK: Deterministi Sequene
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Chapter 2
SDK Namespae Index
2.1 SDK Namespae List
Here is a list of all doumented namespaes with brief desriptions:
SDK (This namespae ontains the deterministi sequene and other useful tools. This
namespae is dened to make a ompat and reusable piee of ode ontaining
the deterministi sequene and many other tool that desribes a samplig spae
(a onguration spae for motion planning purpose) ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
4 SDK Namespae Index
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Chapter 3
SDK Class Index
3.1 SDK Class List
Here are the lasses, struts, unions and interfaes with brief desriptions:
SDK::CSpae (This lass represents the sampling spae. It is a set that ontains lists
of samples and other useful tools. This lass an generates deterministi and
random samples, it an denes testing obstales inside sampling spae and it
an be asked about sample's neighbours ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
SDK::Sample (This lass is the abstration of a sample entity. This lass ontains the
ode, the indexes and the oordinates of a sample and it provides some methods
to extrat and to use its information in the exploration proess ) . . . . . . . . 12
SDK::Sequene (This lass provides the simply and fast way to use the deterministi
sequene. This lass is the minimal implementation of the deterministi sequene
algorithm. More information about it, will be found in: Jan Rosell, Maximo Roa,
Alexander Perez, and Fernando Garia. A general deterministi sequene for
sampling d-dimensional onguration spaes. Journal of Intelligent and Roboti
Systems, 50(4):361 - 373, Deember 2007. (omitted aents) ) . . . . . . . . . . 15
SDK::TMat (This lass is the abstration of the dxd binary matrix Td . This lass
implements the square (dxd) matrix Td that is used to nd the sequene of
2d samples of a d-dimensional spae that satisfy that the mutual distane is
maximized, i.e. the minimum distane to all the previous samples of the sequene
is maximized ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17
SDK::WMat (This lass is the abstration of the dxM matrix of weights, W. This lass
is the matrix that it ontains the values of weigths ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19
6 SDK Class Index
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Chapter 4
SDK Namespae Doumentation
4.1 SDK Namespae Referene
This namespae ontains the deterministi sequene and other useful tools. This namespae is
dened to make a ompat and reusable piee of ode ontaining the deterministi sequene
and many other tool that desribes a samplig spae (a onguration spae for motion planning
purpose).
Classes
 lass CSpae
This lass represents the sampling spae. It is a set that ontains lists of samples and other
useful tools. This lass an generates deterministi and random samples, it an denes testing
obstales inside sampling spae and it an be asked about sample's neighbours.
 lass Sample
This lass is the abstration of a sample entity. This lass ontains the ode, the indexes and
the oordinates of a sample and it provides some methods to extrat and to use its information
in the exploration proess.
 lass Sequene
This lass provides the simply and fast way to use the deterministi sequene. This lass is the
minimal implementation of the deterministi sequene algorithm. More information about it,
will be found in: Jan Rosell, Maximo Roa, Alexander Perez, and Fernando Garia. A general
deterministi sequene for sampling d-dimensional onguration spaes. Journal of Intelligent
and Roboti Systems, 50(4):361 - 373, Deember 2007. (omitted aents).
 lass TMat
This lass is the abstration of the dxd binary matrix Td . This lass implements the square (dxd)
matrix Td that is used to nd the sequene of 2
d
samples of a d-dimensional spae that satisfy
that the mutual distane is maximized, i.e. the minimum distane to all the previous samples of
the sequene is maximized.
 lass WMat
This lass is the abstration of the dxM matrix of weights, W. This lass is the matrix that it
ontains the values of weigths.
8 SDK Namespae Do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SDK Class Doumentation
5.1 SDK::CSpae Class Referene
This lass represents the sampling spae. It is a set that ontains lists of samples and other useful
tools. This lass an generates deterministi and random samples, it an denes testing obstales
inside sampling spae and it an be asked about sample's neighbours.
#inlude <spae.h>
Collaboration diagram for SDK::CSpae:
SDK::CSpace
SDK::Sequence
DetermSequence
SDK::WMat
W
_wMat
SDK::TMat
T
_tMat
Publi Member Funtions
 CSpae (har dimParti, har maxPartion, WMat &w, TMat &t)
It is the onstrutor of spae representation. The dimensions, the maximum sampling level, the
W and T matries are the parameters.
 long int ndOrder (unsigned long ode)
Returns the index of sample with ode "ode" in the general sampling sequene.
 bool existSample (unsigned long ode)
Returns true if there exists a sample with ode "ode" in the general sample list.
 TMat ∗ getTMat ()
Returns a pointer to T matrix.
 WMat ∗ getWMat ()
10 SDK Class Do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Returns a pointer to W matrix.
 void searhAllNeighs (int threshold)
This method searhs all neighs for all existing samples within a threshold distane.
 void searhNeighs (Sample &smp, int threshold)
This method searhs all neighs for a partiular sample within a threshold distane.
 Sample ∗ nextSample (bool random=true, bool sorted=false)
This method makes a new sample. Its parameters are two, the Random parameter that swith
between enter or any other random oordinates asigned to sample, and the Sorted parameter
point out if a new generated sample is putted into a list under time or ode order.
 Sample ∗ addSample (Sample &smp, bool sorted=false)
This method add a sample "smp" into the general sample list. If the Sorted parameter is false,
the sample is pushed to the end of the list, otherwise is pushed in ode order.
 void printSamples (string lename)
This method writes a le with lename in the run diretory with all deterministi samples.
 void printRandSamples (string lename)
This method writes a le with lename in the run diretory with all random samples.
 void printNeighs (string lename)
This method writes a le with lename in the run diretory with all deterministi samples and
their neighs.
 void printCspae (string lename)
This method writes a le with lename in the run diretory with all free determinsti samples.
 void printCspaeRandom (string lename)
This method writes a le with lename in the run diretory with all free random samples.
 void printExel (string lename)
This is a onvenient method used to write text to be pushed into an Exel spreadsheet.
 int loadObstales (string lename)
This method loads the sample odes of the -obstales of an artiial -spae.
 double ∗ getTimes ()
This method returns the time spent in the generation and the neighbours seah proesses.
 int ollisionChekRand (long int ode)
This method return the ollision status of a ode. It is useful to know if an obstale is in this
ell.
 long exploreRandom (long numSamples, double radio)
This method makes the random exploration of the CSpae (p. 9).
 void explore (long numSamples, bool Neighs=true, int threshold=2, bool random=true,
bool sorted=false)
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This method makes the deterministi exploration of the CSpae (p. 9).
 void ndingTimes (long numSamples, long numNeighs, int threshold=2, bool ran-
dom=true, bool sorted=false)
This method generate a numSamples of samples and looking for a numNeighs of neighbours, and
it measures the time elapsed.
Publi Attributes
 Sequene ∗ DetermSequene
Pointer to the deterministi sequene objet.
Private Attributes
 har dimProblem
Dimension of a problem. Be sure that Dim∗M is less than 32.
 vetor< Sample ∗ > samples
List of deterministi samples.
 vetor< double ∗ > randsamples
List of random samples.
 WMat ∗ W
Pointer to W matrix.
 TMat ∗ T
Pointer to T matrix.
 vetor< int > obs3
List of -obstale ell odes.
 double _times [2℄
Array of two times: the generation time and the neighbours searh time.
 long numCollChek
Number of ollision heks done in the exploration proedure.
Stati Private Attributes
 stati LCPRNG ∗ gen1 = new LCPRNG()
Pointer to objet of LCPRNG lass that generates random numbers.
The doumentation for this lass was generated from the following les:
 spae.h
 spae.pp
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5.2 SDK::Sample Class Referene
This lass is the abstration of a sample entity. This lass ontains the ode, the indexes and the
oordinates of a sample and it provides some methods to extrat and to use its information in the
exploration proess.
#inlude <sample.h>
Collaboration diagram for SDK::Sample:
SDK::Sample
SDK::WMat
_wMat
Publi Member Funtions
 Sample (unsigned long int ode, har ∗indexes, bool random=true)
Unique onstrutor for a lass. Indexes parameter is used for neighbours searh.
 unsigned long int getCode ()
Returns the sample ode.
 void searhNeighs (std::vetor< Sample ∗ > ∗andidates, int threshold)
This method searhs the neighbours of the sample that belong to the vetor of andidate samples
provided that the partition level of the sample is over a given threshold.
 vetor< Sample ∗ >::iterator getNeighs (Sample &smp)
Returns an iterator to point to neighbours vetor of the sample smp.
 string print (bool extend=true)
Returns a string ontaining the oordinates information and if extend parameter is true, it on-
tains the ode and the oordinates information in a expliit form.
 string printNeighs ()
Returns a string that ontais the sample ode and the odes of neighbour samples.
 har getFlagT (void) onst
Returns the ag to be used as index in the threshold transpareny vetor.
 long getNumNeighs ()
Returns the neighbours number of the sample.
 double getTranspareny (void) onst
Returns the transpareny value of the sample.
 int getColor () onst
Returns the olor of sample. This olor is the ollision status. If sample is free the olor is 1
otherwise the olor is -1. If the sample is not evaluated then the olor is 0 .
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 void setColor (int )
This method set the sample olor.
 void updateTNeighs ()
This method updates the transpareny.
 double omputeTranspareny ()
This method alulates and returns the value of transpareny. This value is alulated based on
the neighbourset ollision status.
 int ollisionChek ()
This method evaluates the ollision status of the sample.
Stati Publi Attributes
 stati oat sizeContainer = 1.0
This is the size of an M-Cell.
 stati har DIM = 1
This is the dimension of the sampling spae.
 stati har M = 1
This is the grid partition level.
 stati double thresholdT [2℄ = {0.0,0.0}
This array ontains the two threshold transpareny levels. This thresholds are used to indiate
when the tranpareny must be realulated or not.
 stati int kNeighs = 4
This is the number of neighbours onsidered to alulate the transpareny.
 stati WMat ∗ _wMat = NULL
This is a stati pointer to the W matrix. This is a unique objet used for any sample in sampleset.
 stati vetor< int > ∗ Obst3 = NULL
This is the stati pointer to the obstales ode list. The obstales are represented for a list with
the samples ode to be ouped by it.
Private Attributes
 har ∗ index
Pointer to the grid indexes.
 vetor< Sample ∗ > neighset
Standar vetor of pointer to neighbour samples.
 unsigned long int ode
Generated for SDK by Doxygen
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This is the sample ode.
 double ∗ oord
Pointer to the samples oordinates array.
 double transpareny
This is the sample transpareny value. This is alulated as the mean of the olor of its neighs.
 har agT
This ag is used to indiate that sample has neighbours with dierent olor.
 int olor
This is the sample olor.
Stati Private Attributes
 stati LCPRNG ∗ gen1 = new LCPRNG()
Pointer to objet that generates a random number sequene.
 stati int ∗ topIndex = NULL
This is the pointers used to show the neighbour sample with the highest ode.
 stati int ∗ lowIndex = NULL
This is the pointers used to show the neighbour sample with the lower ode.
5.2.1 Member Funtion Doumentation
5.2.1.1 void SDK::Sample::updateTNeighs ()
update the transpareny of the neighs and all ollisionhsk if needed
5.2.1.2 double SDK::Sample::omputeTranspareny ()
omputeTranspareny
The doumentation for this lass was generated from the following les:
 sample.h
 spae.pp
 sample.pp
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5.3 SDK::Sequene Class Referene
This lass provides the simply and fast way to use the deterministi sequene. This lass is the
minimal implementation of the deterministi sequene algorithm. More information about it,
will be found in: Jan Rosell, Maximo Roa, Alexander Perez, and Fernando Garia. A general
deterministi sequene for sampling d-dimensional onguration spaes. Journal of Intelligent and
Roboti Systems, 50(4):361 - 373, Deember 2007. (omitted aents).
#inlude <sequene.h>
Collaboration diagram for SDK::Sequene:
SDK::Sequence
SDK::WMat
_wMat
SDK::TMat
_tMat
Publi Member Funtions
 Sequene (int dim, int M, bool randOset=true)
Simply onstrutor. This onstrutor is a simply way to obtain the SDK (p. 7) generator. Be
areful with dim and M beause dim∗M will be less of 32. If randoOset is true, the rst ode of
sequene is random, otherwise it is zero.
 ∼Sequene (void)
Simply destrutor.
 unsigned long getCode (har ∗indexes)
This method returns the ode of the ell with grid oordinates "indexes".
 har ∗ getIndexes (unsigned long int ode)
This method returns an array with the indexes of a ell with ode "ode".
 har ∗ getIndexes (void)
Returns the indexes orresponding to the last generated ell ode of the sequene.
 unsigned long getSequeneCode ()
Returns the new ode in the sequene.
 unsigned long getSequeneCode (unsigned long K)
Returns the ode orresponding to the Kth sample of the sequene.
 har ∗∗ getVMatrix (unsigned long int ode)
Returns the V matrix for a ell with ode "ode". V is the matrix of index in binary representa-
tion.
 har ∗∗ getVMatrix (void)
Returns the V matrix orresponding to the last sample generated of the sequene.
 void setW (WMat &w)
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This method sets the W matrix.
 WMat ∗ getW ()
This method returns a pointer to the W matrix.
 void setT (TMat &t)
This method sets the T matrix.
 TMat ∗ getT ()
This method returns a pointer to the T matrix.
Private Attributes
 unsigned long int _index
This is the index of the sequene.
 unsigned long int _lastCode
This is the last ode generated by the sequene.
 unsigned long int _oset
This is the initial random oset for the sequene.
 unsigned long _maxNumCells
This is the maximum number of ells. It is 2Dim∗M .
 har _maxSamplingLevel
This is the M value. This is the maximum sampling level.
 har _dim
This is the dimension of the spae to be sampled.
 TMat ∗ _tMat
Pointer to T matrix.
 WMat ∗ _wMat
Pointer to W matrix.
 har ∗∗ _V
This is the pointer to the unique V matrix used to alulate the binary values for indexes of a
ell.
 har ∗ _indexes
Pointer to the unique indexes matrix that ontains the indexes of a ell.
The doumentation for this lass was generated from the following les:
 sequene.h
 sequene.pp
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5.4 SDK::TMat Class Referene
This lass is the abstration of the dxd binary matrix Td . This lass implements the square (dxd)
matrix Td that is used to nd the sequene of 2
d
samples of a d-dimensional spae that satisfy
that the mutual distane is maximized, i.e. the minimum distane to all the previous samples of
the sequene is maximized.
#inlude <tmat.h>
Publi Member Funtions
 TMat (int d=0)
This is a unique onstrutor.
 string printMatrix ()
This method returns a string that ontains the text representation of the matrix.
 int multiply (onst int k)
This method multiply the matrix for a onstant k.
 void multiply (onst har ∗onst k, har ∗onst l)
 void multiply (onst har ∗onst k, har ∗onst l, onst int m)
 void multiply (onst har ∗onst w, har ∗onst res) onst
 har ∗∗ multiply (onst har ∗onst ∗onst v, onst int m) onst
This method multiply the matrix for other matrix V that it orresponds to m level and return the
pointer to the result.
Private Member Funtions
 void prime_fatorization (long int x, int ∗fat, int ∗numfators)
 void ompose (int ∗primefators, int numfators, har ∗∗vC, int dimC, int trun=0)
This method reates the base matries of the prime numbers involved.
 void insert (har ∗∗vA, har ∗∗vB, int dimA, int dimB)
 void reateTd ()
This method reate the matrix properly.
Private Attributes
 int d
This is the dimension of the matrix.
 har ∗∗ _tMat
This is the matrix values.
 har ∗∗ matRes
Pointer to the matrix that ontains the results of any multipliation operation.
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5.4.1 Member Funtion Doumentation
5.4.1.1 void SDK::TMat::multiply (onst har ∗onst w, har ∗onst res) onst
Multiplies the matrix by a binary vetor "w". Returns the result at the parameter "res" A standard
matrix-vetor operation is performed and then a mod2 operation is done. Therefore the resulting
vetor is a binary vetor.
5.4.1.2 void SDK::TMat::prime_fatorization (long int x, int ∗ fat, int ∗
numfators) [private℄
Does the prime fatorization of number 'x'. Puts the result in parameter 'fat' and the number
of prime fators in parameter 'numfators'. This funtion is addapted from Steven S. Skiena
(www.programming-hallenges.om).
The doumentation for this lass was generated from the following les:
 tmat.h
 tmat.pp
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5.5 SDK::WMat Class Referene
This lass is the abstration of the dxM matrix of weights, W. This lass is the matrix that it
ontains the values of weigths.
#inlude <wmat.h>
Publi Member Funtions
 WMat (int dim, int level)
This is the unique onstrutor provided.
 std::string printMatrix ()
This member method returns a string that ontains a text representationm of the matrix.
 void setRow (onst int index1, onst int index2, onst long value)
This method sets the value of the row (index1) and the olumn (index2) speied.
 long getRow (onst int index1, onst int index2)
This method returns the value of the row (index1) and the olumn (index2) speied.
Proteted Member Funtions
 WMat ()
This is a proteted onstrutor used to restrit the onstrution way without a orret parameters.
Private Attributes
 int d
This is the dimension of matrix.
 int m
This is the maximum level of samplig.
 long int ∗∗ w
This is the matrix values.
The doumentation for this lass was generated from the following les:
 wmat.h
 wmat.pp
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